
WINTER 
COLOR TRENDS
A DESIGN LOVER GUIDE FOR A HOME DECOR PROJECT



A TRENDY SELECTION OF 
CREATIVE LIGHTING 
FIXTURES 
The Winter season is almost here and comes once again with the best ideas for a home decor. This is the time 

of the year were the interior design enthusiasts search for warm nurturing feeling inspirations that can elevate 

the unique design idea of their project. This design lovers’ guide starring the popular winter color trends 

represent the expectations of the design world for the next season. Creating an excellent project can be the 

perfect idea for the end of 2020, and DelightFULL brings a unique mid-century twist with a trendy selection of 

creative lighting fixtures that stars some of these rich palettes.



This new season is famous for introducing some bold and rich ideas that elevate any home decor project. 
The year isn’t over yet, so there is still time to create the perfect design project that highlights some popular 

winter color trends. Imbued with strength and personality, these popular inspirations encourage that ongoing 

desire for unique self-expression through creative and unusual visual statements that stand out.



Finding the right lighting design and creative color palette at the same time for your design can be a challenge. 
Many people get lost with a wide world of tips and interior design inspirations, that is why is important to define 

which is going to be the interior decoration theme of a room. These popular lighting design ideas are the secret 

element to add the bold winter feel into a design project, in a cool, calm, and collected way. 



IKE FLOOR LAMP

Strict northern design rules meet a southern taste. 

Characterized by the rhythmic composition of its 

elements, minimalist shapes, and clean lines, Ike floor 

lamp is the result of a collaboration between a Dutch 

designer and DelightFULL’s designer’s team. Light up 

your Nordic style living room, bedroom or office with 

this 70” minimalist floor lamp. 

RETAIL PRICE:  €1,710.00

RICH RED TONES
From sultry, cherry reds to deep and dark wine hues, the bold burgundy trend can be incorporated into the interior 

design through textures of your upholstery or even the shape of your lighting design, adding a sophisticated touch 

to your design project.



SOFT WHITE 
The neutral tones, specially the soft white tone, and all of its soft shades are one of the most popular interior 

design trends thanks to its versatility and ability to fit any project style, including the fun mid-century modern 

approach. Also recognized as the timeless white, this color tone is the right choice to create a unique interior 

design, that is both stylish and luxurious. 

DONNA TABLE LAMP

A majestic tall table lamp, Donna has come to redefine 

everything we have ever seen in the lighting design 

world. Almost 28 inches high, this brass desk lamp is 

much more than that. Handmade in brass and Estremoz 

marble, both the body and the shade received a 

gold-plated finish in order to emphasize its luxurious 

characteristics.

RETAIL PRICE:  €2,770.00



BLACK IN BLACK
The rich black tone will always belong in the timeless color selection, especially in the winter season. Black with 

metallic gold, silver, copper and brass creates an opulent look, so it is often used for joinery hardware or luxury 

lighting designs to create an elegant accent.

MILES WALL LAMP

Miles wall lamp was inspired in one of the most 

influential and acclaimed figures in the history of jazz 

and 20th century music: Miles Davis. This modern 

wall light has the purpose to represent the impressive 

charisma of this outstanding jazz singer, in its innovative 

and sophisticated lighting features.

RETAIL PRICE:  €1,610.00



WARM MARIGOLD BY PANTONE
The warm bright vibe of Pantone’s incredible Marigold yellow will add a touch of sunshine in this year’s ultimate 

winter design trends. Since the season is known for being cold and dark, the beautiful and sophisticated marigold 

color tone is the perfect way to add a ray of sunshine to your interior design without changing your 

main idea for the project. 

HERBIE FLOOR LAMP

Inspired by the amazing personality of Herbie Hancock, 

Herbie floor lamp provides a brilliant warm vibe to every 

mid-century modern room. With a structure handmade 

in brass, its matte black exterior is complemented by a 

matte white interior shade. 

RETAIL PRICE:  €710.00



MULTIPLE SHADES OF GRAY
The key to the tonal look is mixing various shades within your ensemble, from darker ash tones to lighter heather 

shades. Given it is virtually absent of colour, it draws no attention to itself, it keeps its distance, remaining 

separate. Besides being one of the popular schemes in mid-century lighting, the multiple shades of grey can also 

be the canvas to your bright pop of colors in your design project.

BRUBECK FLOOR LAMP

The pianist Dave Brubeck was the inspiration for this Mid 

Century modern Floor Lamp. Brubeck is one of the most 

luxurious DelightFULL’s Floor Lamps with a light design 

and assimetrical gold plated tubes defining a 

rhythmic structure.

RETAIL PRICE:  €3,910.00

BRUBECK WALL LAMP

Brubeck Wall lamp is a Mid-Century modern design. 

This Luxury Wall lamp is inspired in a pipe organ, a 

very classic musical instrument. Brubeck is composed 

by multiple gold plated vertical tubes, this sophisticated 

piece will fit perfectly in a dining room or even in an 

entryway decoration project.

RETAIL PRICE:  €990.00



ABOUT DELIGHTFULL
-

DelightFULL is a fresh reinterpretation of mid-century 
lighting design. We revive design and inspirational art 
from the 40s to 70s, bringing to you fresh classic lamps 
with the progress of colors and materials of modern décor. 

Our mid-century spirit can be suitable for any project 
customizing any piece that you need. 

We promise you a full experience of the mid-century world, 
through iconic design around trendsetting places. Today, 
with a solid structure and factory to provide you with the 

best you can get, we have solutions for short 
lead time projects!

QUESTIONS GÉNERALES
-

PRESS TEAM 

press@delightfull.eu

PRESS MANAGER - SOFIA FONSECA

sfonseca@delightfull.eu

@delightfulll


